ANATOMY OF A CRS

Medication Cells
- Universal for all tablets and capsules
- On-site calibration and cleaning
- No air pressure used to dispense pills
- Large capacity – Single Cell (676 cc), Extended Cell (1,900 cc)

Control Center
- Holds up to 27 filled vials
- Presents filled vials with prescription label and auxiliary warnings automatically applied, and uncapped to facilitate staff verification

Robotic Arm
- No cross-contamination – direct cell to vial dispensing
- 99.46% average robot uptime
- 99.70% counting accuracy

Label Options
- Auxiliary warnings available in 12+ languages
- Drug image and description featured on label
- Standard label, perforated label, or reorder label for medication cassettes and blister packs
- Preprint your logo on label

Vial Dispensers
- Time-saving bulk load dispensers support 19+ vial types
- Contains two dispenser bins that each holds 200 vials
- Supports 10-40 dram vials

Reports
- 50+ reports assist with audits, inventory management, system utilization, and more
- Gain valuable insight to both staff and robot inventory allocation, allowing you to maximize FTEs and system utilization